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Publisher: Universidad del Valle,
Pub date: 1995.
Pages: 128 p.:
ISBN: 9586700194
Copy info: 1 copy available at Alderman.
1 copy total in all locations.
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Genre/Phys. Char: Fiction -- 1847

Genre/Phys. Char: narrates

Subject: British colonization &c. -- social life and customs
Subject: slavery -- slavery
Subject: fiction

Library: company, aero-american, 723

Lдвr: company, aero-american, 258 p.; ill.; 21 cm

Written by Peter Nelson, c. diet. nat. blog.

Library: Smith, Elder, and Co., 65, Cornhill, 1847.

Title: the life and adventures of zamba, an african negro king: and his experience of slavery in south carolina. written by himself: corrected and arranged by peter nelson.

Author: Nelson, Peter. 1795-1861.

Format:
Train of selling men, and never entertained any more doubt of safety to their right to do so, than we do of allowing delinquents to bury their bones.

On p. 15 - note the "labour of African slaves has been found necessary for the cultivation of the soil, and the tropical climates of America, from the incapacity of white people to undergo that fatigue..."

In brief, with a pitch for the need to continue the slave trade:

West Indies - general mention
B'dos occasionally specifically
B'dos occasionally mention (p. 16)

Stress, "The importance of the [slave] trade to Great Britain..."

eg. (p. 18) "The African trade, connected as it is with the West Indian commerce, and with the trade to the remaining continental colonies, and Newfoundland fishing, is of the utmost consequence to the employment of many many thousands of our fellow subjects (contribution 2000..."

p. 24 Yet this trade
28 - on the voyage to America
28 - mode of subsisting
32 - Negro prevent (how slave are treated in W. I)
36 - It is a fact

Across 8: Enslaved. I 5 Men Trade
This is the record number 21 of the 20 you found on WonderCat (VIRGO).
Take care and hope that your summer is enjoyable.

Best,

[Signature]

---

Subject: Re: Lyme in the Americas

To: Dr. Johnson

Date: Wed 7/2 2009 12:32 PM US/Eastern

From: [Signature]

Dear Dr. Johnson,

I want to discuss the need for further research on Lyme disease and encourage you to consider the following:

1. **Epidemiology:** Lyme disease is a significant public health issue. Understanding the geographical distribution and prevalence of Lyme disease in the Americas is crucial. Some regions have higher rates of infection, while others have lower rates. Further research could help us identify risk factors and develop targeted prevention strategies.

2. **Pathogenesis:** The pathogenesis of Lyme disease is complex, involving multiple stages and pathogens. Research into the interactions between the Borrelia burgdorferi bacterium and the host immune system could lead to new insights into the disease's progression and potential for vaccination.

3. **Treatment Options:** Current treatment options for Lyme disease include antibiotics such as doxycycline. However, there is a need for more effective and less invasive treatments. Research into alternative therapies, such as herbal medicine or nutritional supplements, could offer new avenues for treatment.

4. **Preventive Measures:** Effective prevention strategies are essential in controlling the spread of Lyme disease. Research into the effectiveness of various preventive measures, such as the use of tick repellents or the early removal of ticks, could help in developing more efficient control methods.

5. **Public Awareness:** Raising public awareness about Lyme disease is crucial for early detection and prevention. Educational campaigns and public health messages could significantly reduce the incidence of the disease.

I hope this information is helpful. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or require additional information.

Best regards,

[Signature]
Special Collections SC-MCCR-ST

A 1819. N377 RARE BOOK

Special Collections Material Location

Subject: Spanish Main.
Subject: Venezuela--History--War of Independence, 1810-1823.
Subject: Florida--History--Spanish colony, 1784-1821.
Subject: Amelia Island ( Fla.)--History.
Subject: Seminole War, Ist, 1817-1818.
Subject: Two Friends (Ship).
Subject: Ambrose, Robert Christie, 1827-1818.
Subject: Athurmar, Alexander, 1749-1818.

Note: Sabin 51752.

196-312.

Note: The Seminole was--Execution and Ambrose, etc.: P.

Description: x, [6] 328 p. 23 cm.

Publication info: London; printed for John Millar, 1819.

Appendix containing a detailed account of the Seminole Indians; with an
appendix containing a detailed account of the Seminole Indians; with an
sketches of the province of East Florida; and anecdotes illustrative
"Two Friends", the occupation of Amelia Island by McGregor, etc.

Title:

Narrative of a Voyage to the Spanish Main, in the Ship

Call number: A 1819. N377
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